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Why this matters
• We all want children to be safe and feel safe, and
to have and experience a court system that is fair.
• Ensuring fairness and their safety requires more than
intention – it requires consistent, sustainable, and
measurable action.
• For lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and
questioning youth, it requires a fearless examination
of bias and checking of privilege.

Why this matters…
• Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) are potentially
traumatic events that can have negative, lasting effects
on well-being. ACEs includes physical, sexual, and
emotional abuse, neglect, exposure to domestic
violence, familial mental illness, substance abuse and
incarceration.
• Parents are most common perpetrators of ACEs (81%)

• A growing body of literature suggests a higher
prevalence of childhood sexual assault (CSA), childhood
physical assault (CPA), and emotional maltreatment
among sexual minority (LGBQ) individuals compared
with their heterosexual peers.

Why this matters…

Why this matters

•

Gay & bi teenagers are “twice as likely to get pregnant than their
heterosexual peers.”

•

LGBTQ students were more likely to be disciplined
o
o
o

have been called to the principal’s office (38.1% vs. 24.8%),
have received detention (45.0% vs. 33.4%), and
have been suspended (24.9% vs. 14.5%)

•

LGB youth who come from highly rejecting families are 8.4 times as
likely to have attempted suicide as LGB peers who reported no or low
levels of family rejection.

•

Nearly half of young transgender people have seriously thought
about taking their lives, & 25% report having made a suicide attempt.

•

LGBTQ youth placed in congregate care facilities are significantly
more likely to be subjected to harassment, discrimination & violence
than their non-LGBTQ peers.

•

Bisexual people are more likely to have general medical problems
(e.g., high cholesterol, asthma, elevated rates of smoking, & alcohol
use heightening risk for other problems) than heterosexual peers.

Why this matters …
reported Trans health experiences
• Though the suicide-attempt rate in the general population is
estimated to be 4.6 percent, 41 percent of trans respondents
had attempted suicide, with the rate soaring to 64 percent for
sexual-assault victims**

• high levels of postponed medical care (28%) or inability to
afford it (48%)
• 19% refused care
• 28% harassed or experienced violence in medical settings
• 50% experience lack of provider knowledge
• over 25% misused drugs or alcohol specifically to cope with
discrimination

Why this matters

Understanding Sexual Orientation,

Gender Identity and Expression

Most of us were taught …

Biological Sex*
Sex is assigned at birth,
refers to one’s biological
status as either male or
female, and is associated
primarily with physical
attributes such as
chromosomes, hormone
prevalence, and external
and internal anatomy.

Gender Identity*
Gender Identity refers to
a person’s internal sense
of being male, female or
something else.

Gender Expression*
Gender (expression)
refers to the socially
constructed roles,
behaviors, activities, and
attributes that a given
society considers
appropriate for boys and
men or girls and women.
These influence the ways
that people act, interact,
and feel about
themselves.

Sexual Orientation*
Sexual orientation refers
to an enduring pattern
of emotional, romantic
and/or sexual attractions
to men, women or both
sexes.
This can also include no
orientation or attraction
to anyone, or all people.

Identities

Identities/Pronouns

Identities

Identities

Female, Intersex, Male

Woman, nongendered,
Agender, hyperLesbian, Bisexual, Gay
Man, Transgender (FTM, masculine, feminine,
Pansexual, demi-,
MTF), Two-Spirit,
androgynous, gender
Hetero-, auto-, &
Genderqueer, Bigender, neutral, masculine,
nonmonosexual.
Cisgender
butch, femme
P: them, ze/zir, her, his,
their, him, she, Ms.,
Mx., Mr., Mrs.
Intersex - conditions that Transgender - is an
lead to atypical
umbrella term for
development of the
persons whose gender
external genitals,
identity, gender
internal reproductive
expression or behavior
organs, sex
does not conform to that
chromosomes or sextypically associated with
related hormones are
the sex to which they
collectively referred to
were assigned at birth
as intersex conditions.
Disfavored:
hermpahrodite.
*definition from American Psychological Association

Sexual Behavior
A person’s sexual
practices; often, but not
always, influenced and
consistent with sexual
orientation.

Identities/Relationships/A
cts

Sex (oral, vaginal/anal
intercourse, etc),
Polyamorous,
Monogamous, nonmongamy, swinging

Inclusive Language
•

Recognize diverse family and relationship formation
“parent or caregiver” instead of “mom and dad.” Instead of “do
you have a BF/GF” consider, “are you seeing someone special?”

•

Use language that reflects what people call themselves
Learn what labels or words a person or group use
“what pronouns do you use?” “how do you identify your gender,
sexual orientation, gender identity”

•

Use “person-centered” language as a general rule
“people with disabilities” instead of “the disabled”; “transgender
people” instead of “transgenders” or “the transgendered”

•

Understand and respect the difference between sexual orientation and
gender identity
For example, not saying “LGBT” if you are only talking about sexual
orientation; not using “straight” as the opposite of “LGBT”
(transgender people can be any sexual orientation, including
straight); etc.

Inclusive Language
• Use words that encompass all genders rather than only two
“people of all genders” instead of “women and men”;
“children” instead of “boys and girls”; “siblings” instead of
“brothers and sisters.”
• Use language that does not assume all people are heterosexual
Avoid use of the word “homosexual,” which has a
clinical/pathological history
• Avoid negative or demeaning language for people with
disabilities or conditions.
For example, “people living with HIV/AIDS” rather than “AIDS
victims”
• Be thoughtful about the imagery you use
For example, words like “man up” “that’s gay” “black,” dark,”
and “blind” are often used symbolically to express negative
concepts. There are many alternatives and ways to diversify
our use of certain symbolism. “Flamboyant” – people are not
flamboyant, their expression may be

Understanding SOGIE in
the context of

Client Relationship

Court/Office Environments



Use inclusive language



Require inclusive language



Post LGBT-inclusive posters, 
stickers, representations



Request posting of nondiscrimination policies and
expectations

Develop, advertise and
communicate nondiscrimination policies and
practice



Model inclusive language
(e.g., good afternoon, Your
Honor. Garry Bevel on
behalf of Ms. Jensen. My
pronouns are “he, him, his.”
Ms. Jensen’s are “she, her,
hers.”)



Interrupt and redirect
problematic language (or
language that dismisses or
diminishes identities)



Ensure forms and
documents reflect client’s
identity

Understand different and
intersecting identities to
pursue best remedies (e.g.,
transgender protection
under Title IX)



Explain and maintain
confidentiality in SOGIE
context

Manage disclosure and
recording of sensitive SOGIE
information



Where possible/appropriate,
speak with judge and court
officers in advance about
SOGIE






Appreciate potential trauma



Appreciate potential

mistrust of
institutions/authority/profes
sionals





Advocacy

Use client-affirming
language in public spaces
Interrupt and redirect
insensitive language

Model inclusive language
and behavior

Ethical Considerations








Florida Bar/Licensure
Competent, prompt, and diligent
advocacy
A lawyer should strive to attain the
highest level of skill … to exemplify
the legal profession's ideals of public
service.
The Florida Bar is fully committed to
the enhancement of diversity within
the Bar, the legal profession, legal
education, and in the justice system,
and affirms its commitment toward a
diverse and inclusive environment
with equal access and equal
opportunity for all.
RULE 4-8.4 MISCONDUCT
A lawyer shall not: (d) engage in
conduct in connection with the
practice of law that is prejudicial to
the administration of justice,
including to knowingly, or through
callous indifference, disparage,
humiliate, or discriminate against
litigants, jurors, witnesses, court
personnel, or other lawyers on any
basis, including, but not limited to,
on account of race, ethnicity,
gender, religion, national origin,
disability, marital status, sexual
orientation, age, socioeconomic
status, employment, or physical
characteristic;



ABA Policy
Florida’s Misconduct rule parallels
ABA Mode Rules.

Examples of Supportive ABA Policy:
RESOLVED that the American Bar
Association urges or recognizes:
federal, state, territorial, tribal, and
local legislatures, government
agencies, and courts to adopt and
implement laws, that promote the
safety, well-being, and permanent
placement of LGBTQ youth who are
homeless or involved with the foster
care system. 2007 AM 104B
[r]ecognizes that LGBT people have a
human right to be free from
discrimination, threats and violence
based on their LGBT status and
condemns all laws, regulations and
rules or practices that discriminate on
the basis that an individual is a LGBT
person.” 2014 AM 114B

[u]rges state, territorial and tribal
governments to eliminate all of their
legal barriers to civil marriage
between two persons of the same sex
who are otherwise eligible to marry.”
2010 AM 111.

Human/Children’s Rights
United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child:
1. Non-Discrimination:
Treat everyone fairly and with respect

2. Right to Life, Survival and
Development:
children and youth have a right to
basic things to live, survive and
develop.
3. Best Interests of Children and
Youth:
always ask yourself, “is the decision
I’m making good for kids?”
4. Respect the Views of Children and
Youth: children and youth need to
participate and have their views
considered when decisions affecting
them are being made.

Barriers to Competent,
Consistent Ethical Practice

Myths

Fear

Animus

Misapplication of
Law and/or
Science

Predators

“Causes/Catch it”

Don’t want kids to Choice/Preference
see

Promiscuous/HIV

Lack of support

Going to hell

Religious freedom

Phase

Silence

Negative
portrayals

Phase

Early negative
messages

Repression

Small minority

Conversion
therapy

Mental illness

Recruitment

Othering

Indoctrination

Non-religious

Association/Ally

They deserve it

Gay/trans panic

These are all consequences of:
Lack of LGBT education/curriculum
Lack of LGBT spiritual inclusion
Lack of distinction between sexual orientation/behavior/identity
Assumption that absence of evidence is evidence of absence

Bias
Prejudice – preconceived opinion/idea not based on
reason or actual experience.
Bias – a prejudice in favor or against one thing,
person, or group compared with another; usually in a
way that operates unequally.
Implicit – occurs outside conscious awareness
Explicit – attitudes and beliefs deliberately thought
and reported. Often activated when feeling
“threatened.”
We all carry bias, (culturally) competent lawyers do
something about it!

Uncovering Individual Bias
1. Race (testing preference for Black
and/or White people)
moderately preferred white people to
black

Tests Strength of
Associations

2. Gender – Career (testing association of
female/femaleness with family and career
compared to male/maleness)
Associated male/maleness with career
and female/femaleness with family
3. Gay – Straight (testing preference for
Gay people as compared to Straight
people)
Moderate preference/association for Gay
people
4. Political orientation (testing automatic
association between self and democrats
and/or Republicans)
Favorable association with Democrats

implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html

Privilege
Straight Privilege is the automatic and often invisible tools, resources,
conditions, experiences, and preference enjoyed based on identifying as
straight or heterosexual.
Examples:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

My sexual orientation is not considered a choice and I do not have to
defend my heterosexuality.
I can easily find a religious community that will not exclude me for being
heterosexual.
I can count on finding a therapist or doctor willing and able to talk about
my sexuality.
Because of my sexual orientation, I do not need to worry that people will
harass me.
My masculinity/femininity is not challenged because of my sexual
orientation.
I am not identified by my sexual orientation.
I can be sure that if I need legal or medical help my sexual orientation
will not work against me.
If I watch a movie or television, I can be sure I will find my sexual
orientation represented.
I am guaranteed to find people of my sexual orientation represented at
my job, church, school and home.

*adapted from Peggy McIntosh: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack II - Sexual Orientation*:

Overcoming Privilege and Bias
“When you’re accustomed to privilege, equality can feel like
oppression.”
That is,

when you’re accustomed to not having to accommodate, consider,
improve, or respond to the experiences of others,
putting yourself in someone else’s shoes…
Sharing space…
Seeking and accepting new information…
Putting others’ well-being before personal need to be right or comfortable…
Admitting “I don’t know everything about…”
Facing a fear or the unfamiliar…
Adopting and adapting policies and practice…
Accepting someone else’s truth as their truth…

… can feel like giving in to entitlement, complaining, weakness, or a
personal loss, offense, insult, or injury.

Overcoming Individual Bias
• Personal Values, Anti-discrimination statement
• Place yourself in unfamiliar, uncomfortable
situations. Go to unfamiliar dining and shopping
establishments. Trainings or events for diverse
populations.
• Include diverse people and groups in your
workplace, at your home, on your vacations, in your
pictures.
Example: “Blind” Job Match App

• Invite conversations with people with religions,
beliefs and political affiliations than yours.

Terry Cross’ Cultural Competence Continuum
Cultural Incapacity
Lacks awareness and skill; perpetuates
stereotypes; paternalistic toward
non-dominant groups

Cultural Destructiv eness
Differences seen as a problem;
identifies one superior culture

Cultural Blindness
All cultures are alike; culture does
not account for differences

Cultural Precompetence
Recognizes differences; complacent
in making change

Basic Competency
Accepts, appreciates and values
differences; seeks opinions of
diverse groups

Adv anced Competency
Actively educates less informed;
seeks to interact with diverse groups

Source: Adapted from Cross, T. Bazron, B., Dennis, K, & Isaacs, M. (1989). Towards a Culturally Competent System of Care
(Volume 1). Washington, DC: Georgetown University Child Development Center, CASSP Technical Assistance Center

Court System
Myths, Fears, Animus, etc Impact

Legal

Predatory

All sexual behavior suspect

Sex offense charges; isolation in
confinement and group care

Gay Panic

Permits violence &
discrimination, shifts burden

Victimizers unpunished; Victim
internalizes trauma

Phase/Choice

Suggests identity can change;
diminishes sense of self

Harmful conversion therapies
allowed

Promiscuous

Sexual behaviors stigmatized

Sexual behavior/HIV
criminalization

They deserve it

Truancy, weapons, harsh
discipline.

Overly suspended &
prosecuted

Religious freedom

Lack of civil protection

Lack of secure housing,
employment, safe social spaces

Don’t want kids to
see/catch/recruit

Treated unequally, normal
activities stigmatized

excluded from prom/isolated in
detention

Inclusive Courts & Practice
Distinguish beliefs (values, biases, morals, traditions,
cultures) and behaviors. Don’t have to agree (believe) to
behave in a way that promotes well-being, including:
1. Talk with your client about their LGBT identity.
2. Connect your client with an LGBT adult role model to
show them options for the future.
3. Believe your client can have a happy future as an
LGBT adult.
4. Advocate for your client when he or she is mistreated
because of their LGBT identity.
5. Identify culturally competent LGBT service providers
and resources

Lambda Legal: Florida LGBT Protections Analysis (http://www.lambdalegal.org/states-regions/florida)
Relationships
Does the state allow same-sex couples to marry? YES
Other jurisdictions? YES
Does the state offer any other type of relationship recognition for same-sex couples? YES
Workplace
Does state law protect employees in the private sector from discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation? NO
Gender identity and/or gender expression? NO

Does state law expressly protect employees of state and local governments from discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation? NO
Gender identity and/or gender expression? NO
All government employees are protected by the U.S. Constitution against irrational discrimination based on sexual
orientation or gender identity. In addition, some measure of protection already exists under Title VII based on gender, which
has been held to include gender identity and expression.

The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and several courts have interpreted Title VII to protect
transgender employees, and the EEOC has interpreted Title VII to cover sexual orientation discrimination. The Supreme Court
has held that the EEOC's interpretations of Title VII are entitled to "great deference."
Parenting Who may adopt? A husband and wife jointly, or one of them with consent of the other or for good cause shown,
and an unmarried adult (Fla. Stat. §63.042).
Second-parent adoptions:
Some granted in a limited number of jurisdictions. No appellate decisions. Results likely vary by county and by judge. Anyone
considering petitioning for a second-parent adoption should contact, or have their counsel contact, Lambda Legal for
information and counsel.
Bullying
Does state law prohibit bullying in public schools? YES Does the law include cyber-bullying? YES
Does the law specifically mention sexual orientation? NO
Does the law specifically mention gender identity? NO
Does the law also apply to private, non-religious schools? NO
Is there a state antidiscrimination law that applies (or may apply) to schools?
Yes, but there is no mention in it of either sexual orientation or gender identity.
Public Accommodations
Public accommodations protections on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity? NO

Applying Legal Protections:
Foster Care
The Adoption & Safe Families Act of 1997 shifted the emphasis
from reunification solely, to children’s health and safety.
The Fostering Connections of 2008 expanded funding, types of
placements, oversight and care coordination
Adoption & Safe Families Act/Fostering Connections
• Foster kids have MORE rights than kids not in state care
• Child Welfare professionals must ensure kids are “safe.”
• “No reasonable efforts” by judges means agencies must work harder to
find safe placements (see also: sibling placement/visitation)

ACF Information Memorandum Titles IV-B and IV-E of the Social Security
Act; 45 C.F.R. §1356.60

Applying Legal Protections:
Right to Identity
Guidelines for Managing Information Related to the Sexual
Orientation & Gender Identity and Expression of Children in Child
Welfare Systems (NCLR, CSSP, LSC, Family Builders)
•

Collecting information for individual case planning; Collecting information for agency
planning and assessment; Recording information; Disclosing information; Institutionalizing
practice

Right to Equal Protection:
• Advocate for equal access to services; age appropriate
activities.
Right to Assembly: congregate care activities, access to LGBT
activities, events and people.
Right to Religion: right to practice faith of choice, or no faith.

Applying Legal Protections:
Juvenile Justice
The Purpose of the Juveniles Justice System is
Rehabilitation
If we know or should know it will produce trauma, it is unsafe.
Remind courts and colleagues, and weave this idea into your
advocacy.
Juveniles have more rights than adult prisoners and their
safety is guaranteed by the 14th amendment (due process,
equal protection).

Applying Legal Protections:
Juvenile Justice
• Child Brain Development/The Adolescent Brain
o Roper/Miller: developmental psychology applies to culpability. (JLC)
o Use similar arguments in LGBT context: lack of competency fails to
protect LGBT youth due process rights (Hidden Injustice).

• Collateral Consequences/Expungement:
o
o
o
o

Request that hearings be confidential
Expungement/Jobs/Education
Distinguish status/delinquent offenses (Hidden Injustice)
Solitary traumatic and per se unsafe.

• Highlight Successful Strategies/Interventions:
o Notice is your friend. In Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative
Sites (JDAI), detention populations lowered, juvenile crime down,
racial disparities lowered, & sites have been able to reinvest monies.

Applying Legal Protections:
Education
• Equal Protection is key
• Right to be OUT: Fricke: exclusion from proms violates 1st amend;
Clothing; access to GSA’s affinity groups; age-appropriate social
activities/dating.

• Department of Education:
o Bullying triggers legal responsibilities; liable to Title IX suit ; eager to
be notified of concerns

• Know District Policy and use in court; must adhere
to their own rules:
o NV (Chp. 388) has broad bullying definition; requires teachers to
verbally report and principals to initiate investigation.
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Applying Legal Protections:
Healthcare
• SAMSHA: identified top LGBT health issues, LGBT training curricula,
• Highlight healthcare disparities: frame in Equal Protection
o Child Trauma: Children’s Exposure To Violence Task Force
Report

• States participating in Medicaid must provide “medically
necessary services”
o Use ACA to young people’s advantage
o HHS reconsidering ban on gender-confirming surgery
o NY: example of foster youth continuing treatment.

• Conversation therapies increasingly illegitimated
© 2014 All Rights Reserved

Resources

Resources
Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network glsen.org
Family Acceptance Project familyproject.sfsu.edu
National Center for Lesbian Rights www.nclrights.org
National Child Traumatic Stress Network - Child Trauma
Home www.nctsn.org
• National Council on Crime & Delinquency www.nccdglobal.org
• National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges
•
•
•
•

www.ncjfcj.org

• Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJDP) www.ojjdp.gov
• American Bar Association: americanbar.org
o ABA Commission on Youth at Risk
o ABA Opening Doors for LGBTQ Youth in Forster Care Project
o Commssion on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

• Juvenile Law Center: www.jlc.org
• National Juvenile Defender Center: www.njdc.info

Other Resources

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Refuge Restrooms (refugerestrooms.org)
Equality Florida (Orlando, with local affiliates)
Jacksonville Coalition for Equality
Pridelines (Miami)
HRC All Children – All Families
Safe Schools South Florida
Florida Children’s First
Compass (Lake Worth)
The Pride Center (Wilton Manors)
Orlando Youth Alliance
Zebra Coalition (Windermere)
Jacksonville Coalition for Equality
PFLAG (of Jacksonville, Gainesville, St. Augustine, etc)

Questions & Thank You
Garry I. Bevel, Esq.
gbevel@coj.net
904-630-4776

